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Abstract 
Modelling applications for controlling Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) is a 
complex process which involves development of efficient programs, easy user 
interfaces, and huge passive databases. The amount of data flow in an FMS for any 
medium size industry is high and as a result applications have to be written in a 
way that they can manage the data efficiently. Currently many of the shop floor 
control systems are based on passive databases. These applications have to poll the 
passive databases and take actions according to the conditions being satisfied. It 
has been shown that dynamic event based processes are not well supported by 
passive Database Management Systems (DBMS). Sentinel is an Active Object
Oriented Data Base Management System, developed for the purpose of addressing 
condition monitoring of dynamic events. It is readily applicable for simulating a 
broad spectrum of areas ranging from CIM, process control to stock market 
monitoring and investment decisions. This study deals with development of an 
event based shop floor control application on Sentinel. A simulated manufacturing 
environment is considered for evaluating the suitability of Sentinel for a FMS 
environment. The application considers varied requirements of FMS to determine 
what additional features are needed for the Sentinel. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) 

FMS can be viewed as a highly complex and sophisticated Direct Numerically 
Control (DNC) grouping of machines. In an FMS, a decentralised control scheme 
is employed, with various control tasks and responsibilities delegated to each of 
the computers, PLCs, machine controllers, etc. To use the CIM architecture models 
for shop floor control, it is necessary to distribute the contents of the various 
models of information functional architecture amongst the various control devices. 
It is highly automated and is frequently designed to run unmanned for up to eight 
hours or so. In order to operate this way it must be well equipped with storage for 
palletised work-pieces .and cutting tools, both of which are automatically 
transferred to and from the machine tools by an automated transport system. 
Automatic identification of work-pieces and tools is an essential requirement, as is 
constant monitoring of the processes. 

1.2 Present day shop floor control 

A modern day factory floor often consists of various machine tools linked by 
material handling systems from different makers with varying degrees of 
automation and flexibility. Computers or micro-computers are embedded in 
equipment to control the operation of the equipment, but they can also be used for 
data storage, communication or decision-making when equipped with appropriate 
software. This environment naturally forms an interconnected and independent 
system where both information and decision making are often logically and 
physically distributed. 

The machines in such cases would be mostly functioning independently and the 
data transfer among them is manual, i.e., the operator himself has to be monitoring 
the output of machines and make necessary changes in the batch size, speed etc. 
The central part of the CIM control being the shop floor control, it offers a 
challenge for the efficient functioning of the whole system. The shop floor control 
system (SFCS) is responsible for planning, scheduling and the controlling the 
events on the shop floor. As the production process becomes complex the systems 
necessary for the operation also become complex. Unanticipated events such as 
machine failures, arrival of high priority tasks, product requirement changes, delay 
of the delivery of raw material and management objective changes can occur 
anytime and affect the control and physical flows of the environment. 
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2 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES 

The following methods could be adopted while developing applications for 
controlling FMS environments. 
1. RDBMS + Application: This would involve developing two dimensional tables 

for various entities and for relations among entities and a shop floor 
control application. The application has to be an user interface as well as the 
intermediate system to handle the data storage and retrieval form the database. 
A good example for this approach is the Emulated Flexible Manufacturing 
Software currently being developed at the Industrial Research Laboratory, 
University of Florida, Gainesville, to emulate a shop floor in a PC-network 
based environment (Yeralan and Tufekci, 1994). 

2. RDBMS + Knowledge Based System + Application: An expert system is a 
computer program which behaves like human a expert in some usually narrow 
domain of application. An expert system has main modules like Knowledge 
Base (a special purpose data base), an Inference Engine (to access the 
knowledge base), an user interface (to communicate with users) and a control 
mechanism. Different types of expert systems applicable to CIM include 

• Design systems capable of creating new combinations and 
configurations of electronic, mechanical, structural and other systems 
while satisfying certain predefined constraints and relationships 
between components. 

• Planning systems involved in decision making, forecasting and project 
planning. 

• Expert control systems utilising adaptive control techniques in 
adapting their behaviour to scheduling components of FMS. 

• Manufacturing expert systems. 
• Diagnostic systems. 
• Repair systems. 

This approach involves using RDBMS for basic storage purposes and 
extending the system to rule or knowledge based management system. The 
framework of a real time knowledge based system is fundamentally different 
from expert system. Rather than inputs coming from people, they come from 
automatic sensors monitoring a process. The outputs of a real-time system go to 
effectors that perform a control action on the process and to operators to inform 
them of actions being taken. A good example is a framework proposed by 
Manivannan and Banks for a knowledge-based on-line simulation (KBLOCS) 
architecture for integrating the supervisory decision making process with a 
shop floor control system (Manivannan and Banks, 1992). 

3. OODBMS + Knowledge Based system + Application: This system basically 
does overcome many obstacles in designing real-world applications. The 
object-oriented environment provides richness in modelling complex and 
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complete objects representing various resources used in manufacturing 
systems. With the rule specification made possible by knowledge based 
management system, it offers rich class system to support modelling, 
persistence, knowledge abstraction, encapsulation and multiple inheritance. 
Gabriele Elia and Giuseppe Menga (Elia and Menga, 1994) have proposed a 
methodology for developing control software of efficient and dependable 
manufacturing systems 

3 MOTIVATION 

The above mentioned problems underscores the need for a new approach for 
building a system . which can model applications for controlling complex 
automated manufacturing systems and also be used as a simulation tool for various 
research purposes. 

4 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR A NEW SYSTEM 

The following points can be listed as the functional requirements of a new system 
to overcome the above mentioned shortcomings. 

The modelling should incorporate an event based architecture and should be 
modelled with software that supports these features. 

The software should be developed such that the effort required to build a new 
application to model a different type of industry and its environment should be 
minimal. 
• It should not be based on over-simplified assumptions made to get clean results 

or which are too complicated for real world applications. 
• It should be of evolutionary type such that as time passes the application should 

handle more complex issues. 
• It should be useful for monitoring complex manufacturing systems and respond 

to events and based on the conditions it should take right actions. 
• The base database should provide more features such as object extensibility, 

querying, transactions, etc. 
• Need for a clean room manufacturing: The above effort could be used as an 

educational tool for engineering students or as testing tool in a industry. 
Changing the various attributes of the facility during the simulation and 
evaluating the resultant effect would be of great importance. In case of 
simulation programs values are set initially and the program manipulates the 
numbers and comes with a set of results. Hence there is no control over the 
process once it is started. 
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5 NEW VIEWPOINT-ACTIVE DATABASE APPROACH 

Functionally, Active DBMSs monitor conditions triggered by events representing 
database events (ex: Updates) or non-database events (ex: Hardware failure 
detected by a diagnostic program) and if the condition evaluates to true then the 
action is executed (Chakravarthy, 1991). 

Sentinel is the result of research effort done to add active capability to a passive 
OODB. The approach taken here continually monitors the database state (including 
the system clock) and reacts spontaneously when preferred events occur, instead of 
waiting for explicit user or application initiated requests. Sentinel architecture 
extends the passive Open OODB system (developed by Texas Instruments). 
Concurrency control and recovery for top-level transactions are provided by 
Exodus storage manager. The extensions to add active capability to Open OODB 
are listed below. 

5.1 Architecture of OpenOODB 

The Open OODB is a multi-user, object-oriented database management system in 
which database functionality can be tailored by application developers for diverse 
needs of demanding applications. It is structured as a collection of independent 
object services, paralleling the object management group (OMG) object services 
architecture. 

The services can be combined to provide an object-oriented database, relational 
database, repository and distributed systems. Several modules are database 
independent and can be used for non-database applications. The main modules of 
an Open OODB are 
• Persistent object store module 
• Transactional store module 
• Persistent object management module 
• Extended transaction module 
• Change management system module 
• Object query module 
• Data dictionary module 
• Hypermedia module 
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Figure 1: Class lattice of Open OODB. 

Figure 1 shows the above mentioned modules and way they are related to main 
OODB class. 

5.2 Adding active capability to passive databases 

Traditionally DBMSs are passive, they execute queries or transactions only when 
explicitly requested to do so by a user or application program. Many applications 
such as process control, power generation/distribution networks, CIM, office work 
flow control, program trading, battle management, which require timely response 
to critical situations are not well served by these passive DBMSs. 

For these time constrained applications, it is important to monitor conditions 
defined on states of the database, and then, once these conditions occur, to invoke 
specified actions, possibly subject to some time constraints (Chakravarthy, 1991). 

6 DESIGN OF DATA STRUCTURES 

The main advantage of an Object-Oriented application is that the code is reusable 
and new objects could inherit old objects minimising the ground work for the new 
development. The main objects developed in the FMS simulation are: 

6.1 Factory object 

The Factory object methods perform functions like creating the whole application, 
initialising the windows and displaying all the resources. The other functions of 
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this object involve operations starting the process at the machines, sending and 
receiving messages in regard to machine breakdown and repair status. The Factory 
object offers the feature to change the setup i.e. resource size could be altered; 
examples include adding a machine and deleting a machine etc. The Factory object 
takes care of storing the initial setup so that next time when the application is 
started, application would be setup with variables already stored. 

6.2 Machine object 

Machine object has methods to do various operations like sending and receiving 
messages to repair and factory objects. It takes care of displaying and managing its 
motif window, maintaining the events such as stop machine and start machine. It 
calculates various random parameters for its breakdown. It also stores various 
machine variables which control its behaviour during simulation. 

6.3 Repair object 

Repair object has methods to emulate a repair unit of a facility. It has methods 
which takes care of displaying and managing its window. It has methods to store 
values into its database. It takes care of sending and receiving messages to 
Machine and Factory objects. 

6.4 Batch object 

Batch object has certain variables to specify batch characteristics such as factory 
id, number of items it has, number of parts in the batch, the routing information 
(which machines it has to go through), etc. For simplicity reasons it is assumed that 
a batch, when processed, will result in unit increase in product count. If any part in 
the batch is defective, then a whole batch is assumed defective and as a result a 
unit product is declared defective. 

7 DATABASE STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL 

The data structure for storing all the objects and the data structure for holding the 
saved projects called MetaData are shown in Figure 2. The group object (Figure 3.) 
is designed to create a single object to store all the Machine, Batch, Factory and 
Repair linked-lists. 
Class MetaData { 

char FactoryiD[20]; 
public: 

MetaData(char *); 
char *get_MDFactoryiD(); 
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class GroupObject{ 
char pfid[20]; 
MacList *ml; 
BatchList *bl; 
FacList *fl; 
Repair *ru; 

Figure 2: Data structure for meta-data. 



Figure 3: Data structure for group object. 

public: 
GroupObject(); 
char *get_factoryid(); 
MacList *get_MacList_Head(); 
BatchList *get_BatchList_Head(); 
FacList * get_FacList_Head(); 
Repair *get_Repair_Object_Head(); 
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8 EVENT, CONDITION AND ACTION (RULE) SPECIFICATIONS 

8.1 Event specifications 

To allow users to specify events and rules at an abstract level, a high level rule 
format is designed. Later, this event/rule format is preprocessed and changed into 
Sentinel system calls. The methods of objects are modelled as event generators. 
The begin-method is indicated by begin (eventName) and end-method is indicated 
by end (eventName). In the below class representation el and e2 are the events that 
will be triggered when Begin_Production method is called. 

Class Machine: public REACTIVE{ 
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public: 
Machine():REACTIVE(''Machine''); 
event begin(el) && end(e2) void Begin_Production(); 
event begin(e6) void Machine_ Up(); 

Following events represent the set of primitive events critical for the functioning of 
the simulated shop floor environment. These set of events are associated with 
respective object methods and get detected by an 'event detector' when the 
appropriate object methods are called. 

8.2 Primitive events 

• Setup done at Factory 
• Start production at Factory 
• Stop production at Factory 
• Productimt on Machine j begin 
• Production on Machine j stopped 
• Machine j is up (Machine j repaired) 
• Machine j is down 
• Batch i started on Machine j 
• Batch i finished on Machine j 
• Repair request from Batch i (based on a random number) 
• Repair begin for a Batch i 
• Repair done for a Batch i (either scrapped or repaired) 
• Product count incremented at Factory 
• Scrap count incremented at Factory 
• Request for save project 
• Request for open project 
• Request for repair from Machine j 
• All batches are processed 

The Snoop language provides various operators to express events as expressions 
(Chakravarthy et al, 1993). In the below representation of sample event 
expressions el and e4 represent primitive events and e6, e9 and e12 are composite 
events (Chakravarthy et al, 1994). 

e6= (e1Ae4) 
e9 = (el,e4) Ae6 
e12= (el v e4); e6 

where 1\ is and operator 
v is or operator 
; is sequence operator 
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8.3 Condition, action (rule) specifications 

The rule specification involves specifying an event expression, a condition 
function, an action function, parameter contexts, a coupling-mode, priority and a 
rule-trigger mode. The rules can be specified either at the object level or in the 
main program. The below representation shows the object level rule specification 
and the user level rule specification. 

class Machine: public REACTIVE{ 

public: 
Machine(): REACTNE("Machine' '); 
event begin(el) && end(e2) void} Begin_Production(); 
event e6 = (elA e4); 
rule Rl[e6, condl, actionl, CUMULATIVE, 
DEFERRED, 10, NOW]; 

For the considered shop floor environment, following rules are designed to 
monitor various events, which in turn trigger respective rules. Rule 1 to 4 are 
designed for proper application configuration such as selection of all the resources 
and starting of the factory. 

8.3.1 Rule 1 
Event: Request for Factory Set up (el) 
Condition: If all variables are chosen 

Action: bring up all windows 
Else 
Action: bring up error message 

8.3.2 Rule 2 
Event: Request for Production begin in Factory (e2) 
Condition: If first time 

Action: Start all 
Any other time 
If all are up 
Action: Start all 
Else if any down 
Action: Do not start production 
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8.3.3 Rule 3 
Event: Request for Production stop in Factory (e3) 
Condition: If Any machine ( 1 to n ) running 
Action: Stop production on those machines; 

save Batch's remaining time 

8.3.4 Rule 4 
Event: Request for Production begin on machines (e4) 
Condition: If machine is up 
Action: Start production 

Else 
Action: Error message 

8.3.5 Rule 5 
Event: Batch i done on a machine j (e9) 
Condition: If the Machine j = n (where n =last machine) 
If batch not defective 

Action: Production count incremented 
Else 
Action: Repair request by Batch 
Else If Machine j+ 1 is idle and Up 
If Machine j+ 1 's buffer is not full 
Action: Move present Batch to Machine j+ 1 
Else 
Action: Add present Batch to queue 
Else Action: Keep Batch on Machine j (block Machine j) 

Rule 5 plays an important role during the simulation and it gets triggered when any 
batch is finished processing on a machine. The various constraints that govern its 
action (batch re-allocation) include 
• Next machine's buffer size (Full Or Free) 
• Next machine's operating status (Running Or Idle) 
• Next machine's status (Broken Or Up Or Blocked) 
• Next machine's number (Middle Or Last) 

All these factors in various states add complexity to modelling and the application 
makes sure that the batch processing time is calculated appropriately in all these 
conditions. Rules 6, 7 and 8 are designed to increment production count or the 
scrap count based on the result of the batch coming out of the last machine or the 
REPAIR unit. 



8.3.6 Rule 6 
Event: Repair done to Batch i (e12) 
Condition: If batch repaired 

Action: Production count incremented 
Else If batch is defective 
Action: Scrap count incremented 

8.3.7 Rule 7 
Event: Request for increment of Production count (e13) 
Condition: Nil 

Action: Increment production count at Factory 

8.3.8 Rule 8 
Event: Request for increment of Scrap count ( e 14) 
Condition: Nil 

Action: Increment Scrap count at Factory 
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Rule 9 and 10 are designed for execution of application options like save, close 
and open. The objects that are created are written to the hard disk only if the user 
chooses the save option. Otherwise objects are not persisted after the life of the 
program. Rule 11 and 12 are designed to handle situations under machine 
breakdowns. 

8.3.9 Rule 9 
Event: Request for project save option (e15) 
Condition: If cancel is not chosen 

Action: Write all linked lists to database. 

8.3. 10 Rule 10 
Event: Request for project open option (e16) 
Condition: If no error from database 

Action: Load all the linked lists 

8.3.11 Rule 11 
Event: Machine j is down (e7) 
Condition: If working on a batch 

Action: Request for machine repair (Batch waits for 
repair finish) 

8.3.12 Rule 12 
Event: Machine j Up and Idle (e7) 
Condition: If a Batch is being half-processed 

Action: Continue processing 
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Else If its' buffer queue is not empty 
Action: Start working on first batch in the queue 
Else Action: Do nothing 

8.3.13 Rule 13 
Event: Repair request from a Batch (elO) 
Condition: If REP AIR unit is free Action: Start working on first batch 

Else Action: Adds to the waiting list 

8.3.14 Rule 14 
Event: All batches are processed (el8) 
Condition: Nil 
Action: Display simulation results 

9 LIGHT WEIGHT PROCESSES (LWP) FOR MESSAGE PASSING 

A light weight process (L WP) represents a thread of control not bound to an 
address space and it communicates via shared memory instead of file system. 
Since a thread can share a common address space, the cost of creating tasks and 
inter task communications are substantially less than the cost of using heavy 
processes. The availability of lightweight processes provides an abstraction well
suited for writing programs which react to asynchronous events such as servers. In 
addition, lightweight processes are useful for simulation programs which model 
concurrent situations (SUN, 1990). UNIX system calls are used for message 
passing between threads. 

10 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE APPLICATION ON SENTINEL 
ACTIVE OODBMS 

The implementation of the shop floor simulation application over the Sentinel 
active OODBMS involved designing and developing the graphical user interface 
and integration of GUI resource call-backs with the appropriate class methods for 
triggering of events. 

10.1 Software tools used for development 

The base OODBMS for Sentinel is the OpenOODB developed by Texas 
Instruments. The Exodus Storage Manager, developed by University of Wisconsin, 
Madison was used as storage manager. An A 1\&T Cfront 3.0 compiler was used 
for the development. OSF-Motif Library was used for developing graphical user 
interfaces. 
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10.2 Implementation aspects 

• Implementation of processing time: The key to the present simulation was to 
provide user the facility to offer various processing times for a batch on 
different machines. This is done by using X-motif timer which is like an alarm 
clock set to go off in a certain number of milliseconds. Once the alarm goes 
off, the necessary action is handled by a specific call-back routine. 

• Random number generation: Machine breakdown is considered in the present 
application to model real world scenarios. A pseudo random number generator 
is used to generate the random numbers. A similar method is adopted to 
simulate random repairing or scrapping of batches at the REPAIR unit. 

• Threads for multiple window display: Light weight processes such as threads 
are used to display multiple windows of machines. In this application, the 
factory window is considered to be a part of main program and from this a 
scheduler thread and threads equal to number of machines are generated. The 
scheduler thread takes care of starting other threads based on the priority 
attached to each thread. Message passing occurs between the threads at various 
stages of the program. 

• Machine buffers: To simulate the real time shop floor environment, batch 
buffers are introduced. Figure 4 shows the way batch buffers are set up for each 
machine. The batch buffer represents the inventory where all the batches are 
setup in number and order in which they are to move through the shop floor. 
The machines are modeled to look into the buffer to process any new batch. 
The buffer is setup to follow first-in-first-out (FIFO) order. The machine starts 
processing on the first batch in the buffer and puts the finished batch into the 
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Figure 4: Batch movement in the shop floor. 

first available spot in the next machine's buffer. When the last machine finishes a 
batch it puts it into a buffer in which each batch is checked for its quality 
control. Based on a random process, a batch is made defective or correct. In the 
present application buffer size is kept as four for all machines. 

• Graphical user interfaces: The application basically has a main application 
frame window which is the factory window. This window has menus, push 
buttons, separators, list widgets etc. as some of the widgets. The other windows 
include machine window and repair window. Various dialog boxes such as 
prompt dialog box, message dialog box and error dialog box are used. The 
code also has many wrapper functions which in turn carry out various database 
manipulation operations also act as link between interface and the event 
generators. 

The application main frame window consists of two menus-file and change 
setup. The file menu has the options such as new project, open project, save project 
and quit project. The new project options when chosen creates a new set of 
variables for emulating environment and leads to a new status. The open project 
option when chosen will open a saved project with previous configuration chosen 
for the factory setup. The save project option when chosen at the end of the 
simulation will save the factory with present configuration. The exit project option 
when chosen exits the program without saving. 
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Figure 5 shows the application main frame window with the other windows such 
as machine window and repair window. The machine windows show a static 
picture of the type of machine they are, a text label of present batch being 
processed and the its status. During the simulation process, as the values of the 
above variables get changed, the values are updated accordingly. The repair 
window shows the batch that is being repaired and batches in queue. The factory 
window, which actually monitors the running of the simulation, displays the status 
of all the machines and the repair units. It also shows the current production and 
scrap counts. 
• Opening and saving projects or simulation sessions: The data entered by the 

user and the data obtained during simulation reflect on the object's latest 
values. For a new project option chosen, the fresh data that is generated is kept 
in the main memory until the user wishes to save the simulation. If the user 
chooses to save, the application uses exodus storage manager to store the data 
in the form of linked lists. For an open project option chosen, the application 
asks for the factory id. If the factory id is entered it searches the meta-list which 
has all the saved projects. If entered project is found it loads the project with 
right number of machines and batches if any, that are not processed at the time 
of saving. 

11 APPLICATION TEST RUNS AND RESULTS 

The design and implementation of an application built over Sentinel to emulate a 
shop floor control has been discussed in previous chapters. The application can 
also be used as a simulation tool. The application can be configured to various 
situations to check the optimal functioning of the manufacturing system. 

The section below shows the way user can choose the basic variables to run the 
simulation. 
• Enter setup variables, number of machines, number of batches, product name 

and factory id. 
• Enter the matrix for the batches and machines which in turn reflect the various 

batch sizes and different strategies to tackle the unfinished batches. 
• Choose the option to save the configuration and start the simulation. 
• Watch the way the batches move through the machines. 
• Watch how batches move through the machines and its buffers during machine 

breakdowns. 
• Watch how defective and non-defective batches are handled. 
• Monitor the bottleneck statistics. 
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Figure 5: Application main frame window with all child windows. 

11.1 Emulation type 1: without machine breakdown 

11.1.1 Emulation setup 
Number of machines chosen: 4 
Number of batches chosen: 4 
Product chosen: HINGE 
Factory id: ABC Co. 



Ml M2 M3 M4 
Bl 20 40 
B2 30 40 
B3 20 40 
B4 30 40 

11.1.2 Emulation results 
Production count: 2 
Scrap count: 2 
Processing time: 245 

20 40 
30 40 
20 40 
30 40 

11.2 Emulation type 2: with machine breakdown 

11.2.1 Emulation setup 
Number of machines chosen: 4 
Number of batches chosen: 3 
Product chosen: DOOR LATCH 
Factory ID: United Inc. 

Ml M2 M3 M4 
Bl 30 40 30 40 

B2 20 40 20 40 
B3 30 40 30 40 

11.2.2 Emulation results 
Production count: 4 
Scrap count: 0 
Processing time: 240 

12 INFERENCE ON THE EMULATION RESULTS 
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The simulation results show that as the processing times change, the system is able 
to monitor with increased complexity. The machine breakdown coupled with batch 
defect introduce random behaviour to the system. Hence the application can be 
used as tool for simulating complex situations involving lot sizing problems, 
machine breakdown problems, product scrapping problems efficiently. 
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This simulation model clearly demonstrates that Sentinel can be very effective in 
detecting composite events and can be used to fit variety of CIM applications. The 
object-oriented database can be made to store various pictures and other type of 
non-textual data such as CAD data and manufacturing data and can be made as a 
common database for various departments. The Open OODB(Object Oriented 
Database ) also offers the querying capabilities to query the database and get the 
desired information. 

13 SUMMARY 

The importance of developing an application to model an event-based shop floor 
environment using an active object-oriented DBMS was presented in this paper. 
The presented work demonstrates the successful working of such a system. The 
current system can monitor, and detect primitive events and composite events. 
Based on the conditions being met, actions specified are taken. The program is 
able to handle multiple events triggered by different entities of the shop floor. This 
feature was not available previously for modelling shop floor applications. The 
object-oriented nature of the C++ language greatly simplified the task of 
representing data in a manageable form. It resulted in code that is simple and 
reusable. 

The above mentioned shop floor control and simulation application aims to test 
the suitability of Sentinel for a Computer Integrated Manufacturing environment. 
Sentinel shows considerable promise as a useful platform for the diverse needs of 
various event-based industrial applications. The following points could be inferred 
on the suitability of Sentinel to CIM environments. 
• Sentinel can detect composite events simultaneously and take actions based on 

the conditions being satisfied. 
• Sentinel is based on an open system architecture; in other words, the system is 

extensible and can be used to model a wide variety of applications. 
• The time required to model a new system is considerably shorter with 

Sentinel. 
• The programming language, namely C++, being common for both the 

database and application, avoids impedance mismatch of conventional 
relational databases. 

• Snoop specification language (Chakravarthy and Mishra, 1993) helps the 
application programmer to specify event, condition and actions at a higher 
level of abstraction. 

• The rules can be specified at the class level (in the beginning) or in the 
application main program. This helps creation of rules which span more than a 
single object. 
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The following are some recommendations with respect to additional features that 
are not offered by Sentinel and need to be provided in future versions: 
• The Sentinel system presently does not offer report service and this has to be 

worked on and be provided in future versions. 
• It should offer a global event detection feature which allows the developer to 

divide the modelling of complex systems into simpler, individual applications 
running on different machines. 
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